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All Fiction Projects Must Contain:
  1.  Title, Author, & Genre
  2.  Characters & Characterization
  3.  Plot Line
  4.  Summary (paragraph form B-M-E)
  5.  Narrator/Point of View
  6.  Conflict Type
  7.  Theme
  8.  Literary Devices/Figurative Language
  9.  Connection to Another Work
10. Mood & Tone 



Genre
Your is in the genre of fiction.  

Identify the subgenre that your book fits into 
and list it with the title and author.

Fiction Subgenres: 
● realistic fiction, science fiction, historical 

fiction, fantasy, or mystery



Characters & 
Characterization

The protagonist and the main antagonist should be
described.  For the antagonist, tell what problem they 
posed for the protagonist. 
 
What personality traits did they have? How do they physically look? How 
do they think and act.

Describe characters as either round/flat or    
static/dynamic.

Directly or indirectly characterized.

*Answer in paragraph form.



Plot Line
Draw a plot line for the event of the story. 
Use brief descriptions for the following:

1. Setting
2. Characters
3. Inciting Incident
4. Rising Action
5. Climax
6. Falling Action
7. Resolution



Summary
In three or more paragraphs, describe
the major details of the story. Use your
plot line to help you. This summary should
follow the B-M-E model (beginning, middle, 
and end).



Point of View
▪ Discuss and identify the narrator of the story.  Who 

was the narrator?  Was it a first, second, or third 
person narrator? How did the POV support and drive 
the plot?

*Answer in paragraph form.



CONFLICT
What is the conflict within the story?  

Internal or external?  

1. Character vs. character
2. Character vs. self
3. Character vs. machine
4. Character vs. nature
5. Character vs. society

*Answer in paragraph form.



Theme
What central idea or lesson about life did the 
story convey to the reader and how?

*Answer in paragraph form.



Describe how the plot, characters, or 
theme is like something else you have 
read or seen. Be specific in your 
comparison.

*Answer in paragraph form.

Connection To 
Another Work



Literary Devices
Give 3 examples of literary devices used in
the book. Types of devices you could use:
~simile
~metaphor
~personification
~onomatopoeia
~hyperbole
~imagery
~symbolism
~irony



Mood & Tone
What was the mood of the story? What words or events 
created this mood?

What was the author’s tone towards the subject of the 
book.  Words that convey tone include: calm, accepting, 
optimistic, pessimistic, casual, serious, disappointed, joyful, 
etc.

*Answer in paragraph form.



…Last But Not Least

� This project will count as TWO test grades 
in Reading.

� Create something that shows thought and 
effort. …it’s also a competition!

� Must use a tri-fold board.



MUST HAVES!
(in no particular order)

Title and 
Author

Mood & 
Tone

B-M-E 
Summary

CharactersCharacterization
Plot 
Line

Point of
View

Theme

Conflict

Genre
Literary Devices



All artwork and 
design must be 

related to the book.

You may use 
anything that will 
will fit on and in 
front of a tri-fold 

board. 



Grades are based on:
� Is the writing neat and easy to understand?
� Use of complete sentences?
� Imaginative? Creative? Interesting?
� Did you follow directions and have all of the 

elements (11) required?
� Does the project make others want to read it? 
� Did you do the work (from reading the book 

to completing the project)?
� Book must be on your AR list for this school 

year.


